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Admit it: oftentimes you wish for an up-to-date, personal TV show, so don't miss out, or you'll have to search for an episode of Mad Men, NCIS and Project Runway. Also, you do not want to hear, after the cable network ran all day Law &amp; Order: SVU rerun marathon. Maybe your desires are a little
more practical---a way like setting limits for your kids by adding to print broadcasts that are allowed to watch. Either way, you will please family members by creating a personal TV program that is fluid enough to be updated regularly. Check out the guide (newspaper, magazine, internet or broadcast) for a
link. Create a list of programs you don't want to miss, or ones your kids can follow with your blessing. Include in the list of broadcasts you were eager to watch but missed because your printed TV show was too crowded to find. Start up your computer and your software of your choice. Set the document to
8.5 x 11 in height. If you're planning a TV program using Microsoft Word or another word processing program, select Index and Tables below the Insert tab. Excel and other spreadsheets provide a grid when you open the page. Select and use similar commands that are in the page layout program.
Design a banner at the top of the TV show that is tailored for family members. Drag or insert a text box at the top of the page. For example, customize your document by writing Mom's TV Schedule in capital letters at the top. Customize your children's TV show by placing their names on a banner. Add
your photos to your schedule by inserting, importing, or dragging picture frames and head shots into a banner. Drag or insert an eight-column text box under the identification banner. The left column setting should be the widest because you insert program names vertically in that column. The other seven
will have headers that read from Sunday to Saturday. To find programs really easy, add the ninth column to the right of the name of each show and type either the channel number or the letters of the station call. Enter your week's worth of program names with accompanying times, starting no earlier than
Sunday shows. Use the document as a template for future changes, such as frequently tracked programming moved to different time intervals, canceled sessions, and new program debuts. Update your schedule every week so you always have a new list of programming alerts at your fingertips. Want
wow guests? Customize your TV show with their names. Put the sheet by their bed. What better way to feel welcome than to leave them at the local station numbers so they don't wear out the guest room remote control search 11pm.m news. Tips If you want someone else to suggest a TV tune, see the
links below for a variety of free patterns and downloads. Amazon Studios what esquire rankings has to say about things, best movie movie baseball is not Bull Durham, and it's definitely not their runner-up, Moneyball. Hands-down, it's a League of Their Own, a 1992 film based on the real-life Rockford
Peaches and the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League. It's hard to improve on perfection, but Broad City's Abbi Jacobson along with writer Will Graham are giving it a go, and adapting the film into a TV series for Amazon. Here's what we know so far. It won't be a direct adaptation of the 1992
film. It is not expected that the new project will feature the same women as the original film. (But of course we keep our fingers crossed for some well-placed portraits.) Rather, the series will be followed by a new group of characters, and will have a deeper view of race and sexuality. 28 years ago, Penny
Marshall told us a story about women playing professional baseball, which until then had been largely overlooked. We grew up obsessed with film like everyone else. Three years ago we approached Sony with the idea of telling a new, still overlooked set of these stories. With the help of an immensely
talented team of collaborators, an amazing cast, and a dedication to Amazon's support for this project, we feel beyond the happiness and enthusiasm to bring these characters to life, said Graham and Jacobson in a statement. It took grit, fire, authenticity, wild imagination and a crackling sense of humour
for these players to achieve their dreams. We hope to bring viewers a story with all these qualities. The cast has some big shoes to fill. It's hard to imagine how a team including Madonna, Rosie O'Donnell, Tom Hanks, Lori Petty, and Geena Davis (among other standouts) came together in the first place.
But they're making every effort. In addition to Jacobson, and D'Arcy Carden, best-known for playing Janet in The Good Place, the series will feature Chanté Adams, Gbemisola Ikumelo, Kelly McCormack, Roberta Colindrez, and Priscilla Delgado. Guest stars reported include Molly Ephraim, Kate Berlant
and Melanie Field. No premiere date has been set. In August 2020, however, Amazon Studios confirmed that it had ordered a pickup of the series. This won't be the first adaptation attempt. The 1993 sitcom based on the film aired on CBS, but was canceled after five episodes. Watch the pilot on YouTube
below: This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. For
more on this and similar content, see piano.io After the NBA interrupted the 2020 season on March 11, the NHL, MLS, NCAA March Madness and MLB Spring Training were left with nearly four months without live sports. In June and July, the big leagues all returned to the game, creating a crowded
fallout with the NFL, Football, NHL Stanley Cup Finals, NBA Finals, WNBA Finals, Pro Golf, and Triple Crown horse racing all happen at once. You'd think it would be a sports fan's dream. But the eyeballs didn't come back. Viewership across all leagues is steep from 2019, according to Nielsen data. Nba,
NFL, NHL, MLB all lower NBA Finals viewership on ESPN (DIS) averaging 7.45 million viewers per game, down 51% from last year. Game 3 was the lowest-rated NBA Finals Game 3 on record. Heading into the finals, the Eastern Conference and Western Conference finals recorded a 35% overall
decline. The NHL's rating was up 40% when the league first returned to play on July 1, but viewership for the Stanley Cup Finals on NBC (CMCSA) was down 61% from last year. In baseball, the 2020 ALCS and NLCS were down a combined 30% overall (the least-watched ALCS on record), and the
World Series at Fox was the least-watched in history, down 32% from previous lows. The rating for the Kentucky Derby on NBC, which ran on September 5 (only the second time since 1945 that the race took place on the first Saturday in May) was down 49% from last year. Both US Open tournaments
were big: the final round of the US Open golf tournament on NBC, which is usually played in June, has increased by 55% since 2019; viewership of the US Open tennis tournament (men's and women's) on ESPN is 50% from 2019. LeBron James #23 of the Los Angeles Lakers reacts during the fourth
quarter against the Miami Heat in Game Six of the 2020 NBA Finals at AdventHealth Arena at ESPN Wide World Of Sports Complex October 11, 2020 in Lake Buena Vista, Florida. (Photo by Douglas P. DeFelice/Getty Images) Even the powerful NFL is seeing a dip: viewership was down 11% through
Week 4 of the season. In NFL Week 5, viewership fell again. Sunday's late-afternoon national game on CBS (MORE) between the New York Giants and Dallas Cowboys was off 7% from the equivalent game last year; Fox Sunday's NFL slate was down 23% from last year's equivalent window; Sunday
Night Football on NBC between the Minnesota Vikings and Seattle Seahawks was down 17% from last year's equivalent broadcast (but competed with Game 6 of the NBA Finals). The WNBA was the only exception among pro leagues: WNBA ratings were up 15% overall, and viewership for Game 3 of
the WNBA Finals on ESPN was up 34% over last year. So: Why do spectators tune out of the sport? First, it's not athlete politics. While some vocal critics on Twitter (including President Trump, in a tweet about the NBA) have blamed Black Lives Matter and the social justice movement that the leagues
have supported (through TV spots and players who wear phrases on the backs of jerseys and pins). But the drop in ratings is hitting all the leagues hard (including MLB, which hasn't embraced movement on the field nearly as much as the WNBA, NBA and NFL). A September Marist Poll of 1,560
American adults found that 46% of those surveyed said that the political openness of athletes has made difference in their live TV sports consumption, writes Yahoo Sports. Another 21% said political openness made them more likely to watch. Meanwhile, NASCAR's ratings are just 1% from the start of its
season on February 17 with the Daytona 500, suggesting that contrary to what President Trump claimed in July, banning confederate flags from NASCAR events doesn't distract many fans away. A plethora of live sportsOne glaring difference between this fall and the last: all sports play at once. When in
the past would you have heard an on-air promo for the NBA Finals during Monday Night Football? The NBA Finals are usually in June. There's a plethora of live sports, which causes cannibalization: two of the NBA Finals games were at opposite NFL games. The early evaluation of the success of the
NHL playoffs, which returned on July 1 and enjoyed a few weeks before the crowded fall came, supports the theory that too many live sports suddenly hurt ratings for all. There is no prior comparison for what kind of viewership the NBA and NHL should get in the fall, against the NFL, since their seasons
usually close in June. (It's also worth noting that championship matchups weren't a network dream: Lakers vs. Celtics would probably be rated much better for ESPN than Lakers vs. Heat, while the NHL matchup of tampa bay lightning vs. Dallas Stars was far from ideal for NBC.) Tennessee Titans
quarterback Ryan Tannehill (17) hands the ball away in the first half of an NFL football game against the Buffalo Bills Tuesday, October 13, 2020, in Nashville, Tenn. (AP Photo/Wade Payne) Election year 2020 is an election year. Live sports viewership in the fall historically takes a hit in election years,
while political news networks have support. In fact, the current 11% dip for the NFL overall is exactly the same level with the dip ESPN saw in the first five weeks of the season in 2016.In 2016, amid a resounding media coverage of the NFL ratings decline, the NFL blamed the election in a statement,
saying the drop in ratings during the first month of the season is likely due to a confluence of factors headlined by attention around our presidential election, which is unprecedented. In an internal memo to the NFL's media committee, NFL media chief Brian Rolapp elaborated: The impact of the
presidential election on nfl ratings has been seen before: in 2000, during the campaign between George W. Bush and Al Gore, all four NFL broadcast partners suffered year-on-year declines-Fox was down 4%, CBS was down 10%, ABC was down 7% and ESPN was down 11%. And then there's the
global pandemic. On top of these election reports, American sports fans have pretty much put a lot of weight on them. The health crisis in America can simply make sports feel less important to many. Given last year's trend, sports ratings this fall could fall anyway, even without a pandemic-but seven
months in some form of quantification and mask-wearing exacerbated disruption. Fan cutouts to fill during Game 3 of the American League Baseball Division Series between the Tampa Bay Rays and the New York Yankees, Wednesday, October 7, 2020, in San Diego. (AP Photo/Jae C. Hong) No fans in
the bleachers, after all, returning to the game during the pandemic, with all the required health and safety measures, also changed how the matches look on television. The NBA showed screens with virtual fans at its games in a bubble; Most MLB ballparks put cardboard cutouts of fan photos in their
stands; At the start of nfl games, networks pumped in fake crowd noise. It certainly wasn't a viewing experience from the past, and for many fans, it distracts from the appeal. At times, in some sports, silence has made the game look less exciting. The most steep cause of the ratings dip is a perfect storm
of all these external factors: a global pandemic that pushed some viewers away from the sport; ongoing health and safety measures that changed the way live sports looked when they returned; and extremely contentious looming elections. There is a much scarier possibility for the big broadcasters after
2020: that after four months without sport, many viewers may have found that they did not miss it so much. And with more content available than ever from streaming platforms like Netflix, Amazon, Hulu, Disney+, and premium cable, these viewers don't have to go back.-Daniel Roberts is editor-at-large at
Yahoo Finance and closely covers the sports business. Follow him on Twitter at @readDanwrite.The biggest story of the 2020 NFL season is not a pandemic-it's gamblingWhy the sports industry is thirsty for SPACsMichael Jordan gets a stake in DraftKings, shares surgeNASCAR's only black driver
Bubba Wallace changed the sport forever in 2 daysAs a live sports return to TELEVISION, so with DraftKings and FanDuel adsDraftKings will complete the merger to go public, even if sports are closedJim Cramer discusses the latest stock market news, including Facebook blocking President Trump, our
economic recovery and markets the day after the attack on our government. Business DailyTesla CEO Elon Musk became the richest person in the world Thursday as shares of the electric-carmaker continued its relentless run-up. The East Asian nation continues to develop the latest TechInvestor
business DailyThe stock market and Tesla hit new highs Thursday, but are looking a little more widespread. The profit of microbes and the Boeing 737 Max are in the spotlight overnight. Crypto professionals and newcomers alike are asking why bitcoin prices are constantly hitting new all-time lows, and if
prices are due to collapse. Here's what the experts say. An improving economic backdrop, plus higher sales and revenue, could bring an increase in dividends and buybacks this year. China has big plans for the worldThich is the new year, and a good time to take a look at what awaits us. Not in the short
term, but in the long run. So, here's a number to think about: $126 billion. This is the estimated size of the artificial The technology market in 2025.AI, once the only province of more mysterious branches of computer programming and coding, has become an essential part of the digital world in which we
live. You can find AI everywhere. It is in our factories, controlling assembly robots and inventory systems; it's in cars, monitoring electrical systems and train propulsion - and soon, perhaps, driving vehicles; its algorithms are behind the success of all the online technology companies that have come to
dominate our electronic social discussions and economies. AI is everywhere, and it's here to stay. Which makes it a fantastic sector that benefits from investment opportunities. In that context, two of Wall Street's top analysts have turned their gaze to AI, and recommended their picks in the sector. We
checked two TipRanks databases to see what other Wall Street analysts were saying about them. The results are interesting. C3.ai, Inc. (AI)We will start with a company that is new in public business markets. C3ai is an AI enterprise company that provides a set of services designed to build business
applications through a cost-effective and efficient process. C3 AI Suite delivers configurable applications for customer engagement, power management, fraud detection, foractive maintenance, and supply chain optimization — and it's all just the beginning. C3 went public in December 2020 when it hit
markets on December 9. The company had priced the IPO at $42 per share, but closed its first day at a price of $92, for a 120% gain right out of the gate. C3 shares continued to peak at $177 on December 22, and the stock is now trading at $133, for a net profit from day one near 44%. The company
now boasts a market cap of $12.74 billion. It's not just successful IMS that should attract investors' attention here. C3 customers include such high-profile names as Bank of America, AstraZeneca, and Koch Industries. The company also has a strategic partnership with Microsoft, using the Azure cloud
platform to offer AI technologies for the energy industry. Finally, C3 is an important supplier with the Pentagon, and counts the U.S. Air Force, Army Aviation, and U.S. StratCom in its user base. Some Wall Street analysts see C3 shares as fully valued, but others are bullish on the stock market. Among the



bulls is Daniel Ives, a 5-star expert in the technology sector from Wedbush, who rates AI and outperform (i.e. Buy). Ives also gives the stock a $200 price target that marks room for a 51% upside in the next 12 months. (To watch Ives' record, click here) In his comments on stocks, Ives explains his stance:
We see C3.ai as one of the more disruptive corporate software vendors of the last decade with a laser company focused on the convergence of AI, big data, and cloud computing... We believe that with a very successful IPO of $650 million completed in December, C3 now finds itself in a clear offensive
mode like its distribution strategy (direct sales, MSFT, Baker Hughes) should put more fuel in growth by 2021 and beyond. The bear-bull mix on AI is clear from reviews on the record for C3. The company has received 10 ratings, including 4 Buy, 4 Hold and 2 Sell, which the analyst consensus hold.
Meanwhile, the average price target stands at $144.89, suggesting room for 9% growth from current levels. (See UI inventory analysis at TipRanks) Liveperson (LPSN)Liveperson is well-known as a designer of live chat platforms and chatbot AI systems, marketing these products as tools for customer
relationships on the front for companies of all kinds. Liveperson chat apps are available through web browsers, social media and mobile devices, and the company has created a chat interface that allows automated chatbots to streamline the efficiency of the Customer Service Hub by manipulating
common communication tasks. AI chatbots are designed for use on the Conversational Cloud, with one human operator overseeing multiple bots in the chat center. AI handles initial contacts by filtering issues, and is able to reference multiple human agent issues involved in the loop. Liveperson offers its
customers a choice: use ready-made chatbots or use the platform to create a unique chat system. Like many technology companies involved in the March online, Liveperson's value was a more porous relief during this crazy 'corona year.' The shares ended 2020 with a gain of 65%. Meanwhile, revenue
has increased slightly gradually from Q2, with Q3's figure of $94.8 million being up 3.4% from Q2 and 26% year-over-year. Liveperson's proven strength in his niche has attracted the attention of Ryan Koontz, a 5-star analyst at Rosenblatt. [We expect LPSN to use its leadership position in AI to disrupt the
$60B contact center software and automated job market. While we face new threats from larger and established players in the corporate market, including Salesforce.com, Twilio and Oracle, we see the strong focus and 20+ years of LPSN experience as a key asset, Koontz noted. With this analysis, it's
not surprising that Koontz rates LPSN to buy. Its $73 price target stands at 14% up from current levels. (To watch Koontz's record, click here) It's clear that Wall Street is in broad agreement with Koontz, as shown by the Strong Buy analyst consensus rating and 8 recent reviews that include 7 buys
against a single Hold. The shares are selling for $63.97, and the $71.17 average price target suggests it has 11% room for growth. (See LPSN Inventory Analysis at TipRanks) To find good ideas for trading stocks at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stock Buy, a newly launched tool that brings
together all tipranks' stock insights. Warning: The views expressed in this article are only those of the analysts mentioned. The content is for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment. Investor Business DailySarepta announced mixed results for
its gene therapy focused on a form of muscular dystrophy, leading to a decrease in the SRPT population. Rival Solid Biosciences also fell. Biden promised control immediately if Democrats won Senate control - and they have. Entdecken Sie die Finanzmärkte mit einer eine Hightech-Plattform und
diversen analytischen WerkzeugenRates grow as investors incur more government spending. Will they go even higher? Bionano Genomics Inc. plans to sell more shares after a sudden rise in its share price in recent weeks, and shares dove in after-hours trading Thursday in response. The company
revealed on Thursday afternoon that it expects to sell more shares under a prospectus ed in August, but did not realise how many shares it planned to sell or at what price. The genome analytics company's shares were trading at less than $1 for much of 2020, but began to move significantly higher
around Christmas, gaining more than 800% in the past month. The stock closed Thursday at $5, retreating from highs topping $7 at the start of the week, then fell more than 10% in after-hours trading Thursday following reports that more shares would be sold. (Bloomberg) - Hyundai Motor Co. backed
away from a statement confirming it is in talks with Apple Inc. about developing a self-driving car that fueled a $9 billion surge in the Korean automaker's market value Friday, saying it instead received requests for potential cooperation from many companies. Reviewing its statement for the second time in
a matter of hours, Hyundai said it had been contacted by potential partners to develop autonomous electric vehicles, removing any reference to Apple. Hyundai shares rose as much as 25% after local Korean media initially reported on the talks, and continued trading near those levels even after a
statement confirming the discussions had been revised. By naming Apple initially, Hyundai risks the ire of a technology giant known for its secretiveness when it comes to new products and partnerships. With development work still at an early stage, Apple will take at least half a decade to launch an
autonomous electric vehicle, people with knowledge of the effort told Bloomberg News. This suggests that the company is in no hurry to decide on potential auto-industry partners. The daily jump in Hyundai shares in Seoul was the biggest since 1988. Cable TV unit Korea Economic Daily first reported
discussions with Apple, saying Hyundai had completed internal talks on the project and was awaiting approval from the chairman. After the report, Hyundai initially issued a statement saying it was one of the various automakers that Apple had been in early contact with. The Korean company then revised
the statement less than 30 minutes later, removing the reference to other automakers. A few hours after that, it released another review that omitted Apple: We are receiving requests for potential cooperation from various companies regarding the development of autonomous EVs, the latest version No
decisions have been taken because the discussions are at an early stage. Apple declined to comment. The Cupertino, California-based iPhone maker is notoriously secretive with employees and suppliers. In 2018, it warned workers to stop leaking internal information about future plans, and warned of the
specter of possible legal action and criminal charges, saying in an internal report that it had caught 29 leakers the previous year. In 2012, chief executive Tim Cook pledged to double his work under wraps. Apple's car would compete with electric vehicles from Tesla Inc. and offers from companies such as
Upstart Lucid Motors and established manufacturers such as Daimler AG and Volkswagen AG. Setting up a car plant can cost billions of dollars and take years, probably the reason Apple is talking to potential manufacturing partners. It needs an Apple partner in need of a partner with the automaker
because it doesn't have the production capacity and sales network to sell its vehicles, said Lee Han-Joon, an analyst at KTB Investment & Securities Co. in Seoul. Building these capabilities can't be done quickly, so Apple will need a partner to do it. Bending the metal is also a lower margin business than
providing the software, chips and sensors that future cars will rely on. Apple continues to investigate building its self-driving car system for a third-party auto partner rather than its own vehicle, people familiar with the company said, and the company could eventually abandon its own auto effort in favor of
that approach. Other technology companies have also been looking for partnerships to expand into autonomous driving space. Alphabet Inc.'s self-driving unit Waymo has worked with Chrysler, while Amazon.com Inc. has tapped Rivian Automotive Inc. for cooperation over vans. Big plans More alliances
combining automotive and technology companies are due to emerge, especially after the coronavirus slowed such combinations in the past year, said Takeshi Miyao, an analyst at consulting firm Carnorama in Tokyo.Hyundai would provide Apple with a partner that is already accelerating pressure on new
technologies such as electric, driverless and flying cars, including setting up an autonomous-powered joint venture worth $4 billion. The Aptiv business is expected to have an autonomous ride platform ready for robotaxi, fleet operators and manufacturers in 2022. The South Korean company is due this
year to unveil its first EV, the Ioniq 5, built on a specialized platform. Hyundai, along with its Kia unit, plans to have 23 new EV models and sell 1 million units by 2025.Next year, Hyundai also plans to offer models equipped with Level 3 autonomous driving technology that allows drivers to get their hands
off the steering wheel and eyes off the road. It has also invested in Aurora Innovation Inc., a startup created by a team of driverless dreams by former head of a self-driving car project Google and autopilot Tesla. Hyundai has gained a earned in electric cars, but faces the problem of not being able to climb
the ladder in the overall ranking, said Miyao in Carnorama. To increase, it will have to tie up with other companies in autonomous driving. For more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2021 Bloomberg HR China has been
the biggest single contributor to global growth since the global financial crisis in 2008.Online personal-finance company SoFi will be the public in an $8.65 billion deal with social capital Hedosophia Holdings V, latest blank-check company from venture capitalist Chamath Palihapitiya.Investor Business
DailyKorean conglomerate SK Group has announced a $1.5 billion investment in VU with fuel cell leader Plug Power to expand hydrogen energy in Asia.Investor Business DailyCheap stocks are suddenly in favor. And a growing group of them, including some in the S&amp;P 500, are actually seeing a
rise in huge profit growth this year. Quantum A.I. is expected to help change lives as we know it. Bond yields and interest rates are expected to remain at historic lows for a while, and the next best way for investors to find income is the stock market, CNBC Mad Money host Jim Cramer said Tuesday. With
my diversified dividend portfolio, you can get a 5% plus return with the option of a real upside, Cramer said. According to the former hedge fund manager, it is still possible to obtain income with a degree of security in the current environment. Cramer warned that investors should not chase highly profitable
shares as the more than 8% dividend yield resembles a red flag. It tells you that there's a lot of risk, and if you invest in income, risk is the last thing you want, he added. Dividends are like the remuneration companies pay for holding shares. Fast-growing companies like Amazon.com (NASDAQ: AMZN)
and Tesla Inc (NASDAQ: TSLA) are investing full profits back into the business for growth and expansion instead of paying dividends, Cramer noted. He put together a diversified portfolio of nine highly profitable dividend stocks that have a strong balance sheet. Dow Inc .(NYSE: DOW): It yields 5.02%.
Cramer thinks the stock is a good performer and is likely to go higher as a result of Polyethylene's rising price. See what analysts think about DowIBM (NYSE: IBM): It yields 5.17%. Although Cramer calls IBM a controversial choice, he thinks IBM's Red Hat acquisition was smart, and the company is
focusing on rapidly growing future opportunities. IBM recently appointed former Trump adviser Gary Cohn as vice president. AbbVie Inc. (NYSE: ABBV): It yields 4.88%. The company has a large pipeline of drugs and two blockbuster drugs that are growing like crazy, according to Cramer.B&amp;G
Foods, Inc. (NYSE: BGS): It yields 7.11%. The company has a steady cash flow. According to Cramer, with more people cooking during the lockdown, B&amp;G food brands are perfect for consumers. Chevron Corporation (NYSE: CVX): It yields 5.93%. they have a strong balance sheet and Cramer
thinks the company will do well under the Biden administration as it will be difficult to get new wells, making existing more valuable. Verizon Communications Inc. (NYSE: VZ): It yields 4.28%. Cramer called it a slow and steady grower. In a group of utility stocks, Cramer recommended American Electric
Power Company Inc (NASDAQ: AEP) with a yield of 3.64%, Dominion Energy Inc (NYSE: D) with a 3.45% yield, and Entergy Corporation (NYSE: ETR) with a yield of 3.93%. See more from Benzinga * Click here for options deals from Benzinga * Self-Driving Tech Startup Oxbotica raises M focus on
industrial applications * Bilibili to raise billions in secondary Hong Kong Listing: CNBC (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. SPAC mergers have been all the rage in 2020 and the trend seems likely to continue in 2021.One merger expected to close
earlier this year is that of Gores Holdings IV (GHIV) assimilation United Wholesale Mortgage (UWM). The combined entity will operate under the name UWM Corporation and will go according to the UWM ticker. Gores raised $425 million in his IPO, which he invests in the UWM along with another $500
million raised through private placement. The deal means that at its end, the combined company will have an equity value of approximately $16 billion, which to date will be the largest business combination for the purpose of acquiring the company. Gores is no stranger to SPACs. Since 2004, the
investment firm has taken the company public and has had solid results. Hostesses (TWNK) and Luminar (LAZR) are among some of the company's recent efforts. On the other side of the deal, UWM is a fast-growing mortgage lender, acting as a disruptor to the maid mortgage industry through its tech
driven approach. The company is 1 in the country's wholesale segment, a point not lost on JMP analyst Steven DeLaney. UWM is a clear leader in the growing wholesale mortgage origination channel with a first-nine-month 2020 volume of $127.9B, for a 34.3% market share, with only one other lender
(Quicken at 16.9%) have a more than 7% stake, said the 5-star analyst. Wholesale margins are significantly higher than those seen by the channel correspondent, and we believe the UWM approach is ideally positioned for growth and profitability. Meanwhile, Wedbush analyst Henry Coffey believes a
shift in the valuation paradigm of mortgage companies has been on the table for a while. Coffey points out that, at least in selected cases, investors are willing to rely more on future profit estimates and P/Es in stock valuations. Is UWM such a case? According to the analyst, the company ticks all the
boxes. We would argue that to move into this more elite camp, an independent mortgage company will need to bring to the table demonstrated success in creating consistent GAAP profitability, market share growth within the relevant channel, and some fundamental commitment to capital measures (we
prefer dividends over buybacks...) UWM meets all three of these criteria, Coffey wrote. Both analysts are the only ones so far on the field with the review, and together they provide GHIV with a moderate Buy consensus rating. However, with an average price target of $12.50, analysts expect the shares to
remain range-bound until the merger is completed. (See GHIV Inventory Analysis at TipRanks) To find good ideas for trading SPAC shares at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stock Buy, a newly launched tool that brings together all tipRanks' stock insights. Warning: The views expressed in this
article are only those of the analysts mentioned. The content is for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment. Sarepta Therapeutics Inc. shares lost more than half their value in after-hours trading Thursday, after the company said a candidate
for the drug produced mixed results in a clinical trial. Invest in your future. Read more about the financial marketFinancial markets shrugged off the violence and chaos on Capitol Hill, with both the Dow and S&P 500 hitting new highs on Wednesday and the Nikkei 225 notching another 30-year record at
Thursday.As U.S. investors dump shares in Chinese companies blacklisted by outgoing President Donald Trump, bargain hunters in China are on the opposite side of the deal betting that Joe Biden's presidency will reverse the investment ban. Trump signed an executive order on November 12 that
prevents U.S. investments in securities in Chinese companies allegedly owned or controlled by the Chinese military. As U.S. investors rush to sell shares in sanctioned companies and their subsidiaries before the executive order takes effect, the 11th ETFs with clean energy are on the big run. A deep dive
into their businesses points to stocks expected to rise in 2021.
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